LSB Procurement Framework

Introduction
Procurement covers the typical purchase of services, supplies and works required to
enable project delivery and to manage the infrastructure.
The Legal Services Board (LSB) is committed to achieving value for money, in terms of
quality and price, for all its procurement activity. In order to achieve value for money
LSB will endeavour to clearly communicate its requirements and evaluation criteria, as
an informed purchaser, and to establish levels of competition appropriate to the size
and complexity of the purchase.
Throughout the competitive process LSB will also seek to adopt the highest possible
standards of probity.
In all dealings LSB will operate the highest standards of integrity, objectivity, fairness,
efficiency and professionalism. In turn, it expects contractors to adhere to these same
standards. Ethics in procurement require high standards of conduct which ensure that
the probity of those acting on behalf of LSB and the propriety of their actions is above
question. This means that:
a) All dealings should be fair and even handed
b) All processes should be open and transparent and subject to audit procedures
and
c) Policies set out rules on acceptances of gifts and hospitality to prevent corruption
The LSB aims to ensure that it uses good practice processes throughout the
organisation when buying goods and services from its suppliers.
As with all public sector organisations, it is obliged to comply with complex legislation,
which can sometimes lead to lengthy tender processes. Its aim is to simplify these
processes as far as is possible.
Executive Summary
The LSB is committed to ensuring that its public procurement obligations are complied
with, including references included in the LSB Financial Regulations and Public
Procurement Regulations 2006 (SI No.5).
The Services function will support the procurement process. The requirements of LSB
procurement policy, strategy and procedures apply whether procurement is being
administered directly by LSB staff or by external consultants. Holders of delegated
procurement authority will be subject to frequent review and internal audit to verify
compliance with the instructions contained in this framework document.
Contracts will be awarded to suppliers who meet the specified quality and reliability
requirements and are a best ‘fit’ in terms of service provision and size and that
represent the best overall value to LSB. These will be based on 'whole life' costs that
also consider factors such as technical compliance, operating costs, and warranty and
product support and pricing and payment schedules.

Procurement of Goods, Services and Works
LSB is involved in the procurement of a range of goods, services and works. The main
areas of activity are summarised as follows:
Supplies
LSB’s business activities do not normally require significant amounts of goods and
supplies.
The operation and maintenance of the office premises requires the purchase of goods
and supplies to ensure the office operates smoothly. Most of the services required e.g.
IT and telecoms equipment, printing and stationery needs are procured centrally
through the Competition Commission
The procurement of supplies is an area where LSB takes advantage of collaborative
purchasing agreements and national frameworks operated by other parts of
Government.
LSB reserve the right to work with other public bodies where appropriate and where
they offer an efficient and effective solution to meet business needs.
Services
LSB’s business during the set up phase through to December 2009 involved
procurement of significant levels of consultancy advice across a wide range of
disciplines including legal, project management and IT system development. In order to
ensure LSB maintained strong working relationships with its consultants and was able
to access high quality services at competitive prices, tendering processes were
established and major expenditure above £50,000 required a business case to be
submitted prior to approval to tender.
Changes to the EU Procurement Directives in 2004 has increased requirement for minicompetitions. Mini-competitions will be used be to ensure clear benefits in improving the
fairness, transparency and robustness of appointment decisions.
The same disciplines will be maintained now that the LSB has taken on its enforcement
powers from 1 January 2010 and for all of its operational activity.
Works
This can include refurbishing, fitting out and other site specific works. Other than minor
works necessary from time to time on the building leased by LSB, and in particular
during the set up phase, LSB is not likely to be involved in major works contracts.
The procurement of these will involve establishing a tender list for smaller, simpler
contracts up to a value of £50,000 (mini competition) and be subject to business case
approval when any of the work is of a capital nature and/ or above £50,000. At £50,000
or above, a formal competitive tendering process will be used. None of these works or
projects of this nature are liable to exceed the EU Procurement Threshold of
£4,348,350 and require more complex procurement processes involving the EU
procurement directives to be instigated.

Competition
LSBs Financial Regulations in conjunction with the EU procurement thresholds provides
a mechanism for increasing the level of competition based on whole life valuation of
costs. A particularly complex procurement may lead to higher levels of competition
being adopted.

New Suppliers
Before any orders or contracts are placed with a new supplier there is a risk
assessment process must be undertaken and this is captured in a flowchart as
Appendix 1. (Members of the Services Team supported by the General Counsel will
provide appropriate support and guidance on following the flowchart)

Expenditure below £5,000
Such small requirements do not require competition, but colleagues and consultants
acting on behalf of LSB have a duty to achieve value for money and must retain
appropriate evidence of this- for example two estimates of likely costs.

Expenditure in excess of £5,000 and below £50,000
This requirement must be subject to competition in the form of written quotations where
a formal competitive tender situation would result in disproportionate administration
costs, unacceptable delays or inefficiencies. Either three or four such quotations should
be sought. This quotation process will be administered locally but the appointment
being subject o the approval of the appropriate SMT member with the consent of the
Director of Finance and Services. Written quotations include email, fax and letter.

Expenditure of £50,000 to EU threshold
The minimum of three formal competitive tenders must be sought with at least two
returned in order to ensure the highest standards of probity. Tenders should be
submitted centrally to LSB, completely independently of those involved in the decision
making process to ensure tendered amounts are recorded in a robust and controlled
manner.
The number of tenders invited should take account of the possibility of submissions not
being returned.

EU Threshold and above
All LSBs procurement activity must be in accordance with the European Communities
Public Procurement Regulations. If a contract is expected to equal or exceed these
limits for Supplies, Services or Work LSB will comply with these requirements.

From 1 January 2012

Supplies

Services

Works

£173,934

£173.934

£4,38,350

Furthermore LSB is committed to not disaggregating the values of contracts to circumvent
these thresholds.

The tender process
For the avoidance of doubt LSB is committed to achieving value for money both in
terms of quality and in terms of price. Both quality and price factors will be considered
together with quality price ratios being used to help decision making. Details of any
relevant ratios and evaluation methodology will be disclosed in the tender
documentation.
Therefore, when tendering for a contract with LSB your bid will be successful if it is the
one that offers the LSB the best value for money. You will be informed of the broad
evaluation criteria used for assessing bids as part of the tender documentation. All
bidders are assessed against the same criteria. Contracts are awarded as soon as
possible after the assessment process has been completed. This might involve
attending an interview, when requested to do so, where the bid can be presented in
more detail.
Unsuccessful tenders
Within the limits of some commercial confidentiality, LSB will offer unsuccessful
tenderers the reasons why their bid failed. Such de-briefing can be by phone or face to
face. This should be viewed as a two way process. They are aimed at making
unsuccessful tenderers aware of certain weaknesses and strengths and enable them to
better compete for future work.

Regulatory Requirements
The Financial Regulations require LSB procurement policies conform to relevant
Treasury guidance documents including general procurement policy guidelines and
account is taken of all relevant EU and other international procurement rules.
It is the responsibility of the Services Team to ensure this document is updated to
reflect changes to published guidelines.

New supplier framework analysis
Step One
Needs
assessment

Supply not
authorised

Approval withheld

Consult with
Finance for
approval to
procure off
standard terms

By reference to PID or Business Plan, where
appropriate, Including
(1) exact need,
(2) reason for need,
(3) duration of need,
(4) anticipated benefits from supply,
(5) risks arising from non/late/poor performance and
(6) what successful supply would look like (outcome);

Ascertain value of supply and if it is
one-off or a framework

Yes

Budget holder’s approval

Is it low value
(<£300) or
commodity?

No
If a commodity,
use P-Card for
preferred or
existing Supplier

Consult legal who
will determine if it
is subject to public
procurement

Assess risk in
supply

Yes

Step

Who5

What elements of the risk of supply are
unquantifiable?1

Service procurer

What is the uncontrollable risk in
supply?2

Service procurer

What is the damage that could be
done?3

Service procurer

How big could that damage be?

Service procurer
Finance

How remote (likely to occur) is the
damage?

Service procurer
Legal

How remediable is damage in cash,
reworking or other activities paid for in
cash?

Service procurer
Finance
Legal

Is the value
greater than
£156,442?
Service procurer, Finance, Legal &
Chief Executive agree liability
provisions and appropriate level (if any)
of indemnity to put into tender4 &
decide whether and with what minimum
terms to accept Supplier’s standard
terms and conditions if applicable

No

Not subject to
public procurement

Is it a framework
agreement?

Yes

No

Is subject to
public procurement

Is it supply over 6
months?

Yes

No

Is the value over
£50,000?

Yes

No

Need to run a
public
procurement
exercise

Run small scale
process

Discuss next steps
with legal and
finance

Run tender

Notes on risk assessment
(1) i.e. are we hiring someone to give
expert knowledge which we do not have
– so we cannot check it and we will have
to rely on it; or is this a high volume data
gather and summarise activity where
errors in collection or summarisation will
not be easily apparent and widespread
revalidation is not viable
(2) i.e. are we allowing the consultants
to adjust software, access personal or
sensitive data on systems unsupervised,
summarise data in a way that we cannot
easily validate, talk to the public in a way
that may reflect on us;
(3) i.e. loss of data, breach of
confidentiality, reputational damage,
programme delay, need for reworking,
third party litigation against, loss of
money, risk to staff health;
(4) It is normal and fair to have standard
basic liability clauses in our procurement
contract to give the supplier some
protection/cap on their liability to us in
the event of a claim. We would consider
these case by case with each supplier.
(5) Individual board members may be
asked to contribute to the process if they
have relevant knowledge

Small Scale Selection Process
Where value of supply is
less than £5000, at least
two potential suppliers
should be identified: one
of those to be a supplier
that has not previously
supplied the LSB.

Identify a shortlist of potential suppliers and
objective criteria for choosing preferred
supplier

Assess suppliers, and choose
preferred supplier, recording
reasons.

Note:
In some cases we may
have no relevant standard
contract terms, or Supplier
will only negotiate on the
basis of its standard
terms. If Procurement
agree, approach Supplier
on its standard terms
subject to any internally
agreed minimum terms, if
applicable.

Approach preferred supplier
explicitly based on our contract
terms and indemnity cover levels

Is preferred
quotation (or price/spec)
compliant on contract
terms and
indemnity?

Sign contract on
our standard
terms, start work

Yes

No
Has preferred
supplier explained
why they are nonconformant?

Reject supplier
and return to next
best candidate

Indemnity
or liability

No

Ask supplier to
accept standard
terms

Yes

Rejects

Is rejection
related to indemnity
or liability?

Ask supplier to
provide
information

Accepts

Other terms
Assess explanation

Who

Analysis of meaning in contract

Legal

Are the requested
changes
acceptable?

Service provision

Service procurer
legal

No

Finance rules or cost

Service procurer
Finance
Legal
CEO*

Corporate policy

Service procurer
Corporate
Legal
CEO*

Decision makers
from table agree
what an
acceptable
position would be

Rules or law

Service procurer
Legal
CEO*

Service procurer
goes back to
preferred supplier
to negotiate within
agreed
parameters

Yes

Does
the service provider
agree to a position
within the agreed
parameters?

No
*CEO on escalation

Amend contract,
sign and start
work

Yes

